Notes for EC Timekeepers
Forms Needed:
From Download Section of ECRHA web site
Match Report Sheets (Blank Score Sheet)
Referee Form
Photo Permission Form
From Referee Section and Download Section of ECRHA web site
Referee Discipline Form
From Leagues Section of ECRHA web site – tournament sheets under relevant league
Order of Play Sheets
From Members Section of ECRHA web site
Relevant Team Lists
From General Stationers
First Aid Book
Also needed:
Timekeeping equipment applicable to your home venue, ie electronic, flip board etc
Stopwatch(es) to time half time and as a back up in case of main scoreboard malfunction
It is also a good idea for spare match balls to be kept at timekeeper desk as this is where players and referees will
look to if needed
Two different sounds of horn/bell. One to indicate end of half/game and one to indicate ten and subsequent five
team fouls
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1. Check team lists supplied by clubs against lists from Members section of EC web site (as the EC list can
be updated up until the night before a tournament it is recommended to leave it as late as possible before
printing).
If a player is not on the EC list they are not eligible to play. Timekeepers must advise any club that they
may have an ineligible player (ie one that is not on the team list) and if they step on to the rink the game
could be deemed as a friendly
2. Check all registration cards are present. These can be colour photocopies or originals. These must be
signed and have a photograph which is not more than five years old attached. They must also show the
correct club and date of registration. This also applies to second claim cards
A registration card is the only notification that a player is registered and therefore insured, if this is not
produced, the player cannot play, even if playing a friendly. As noted in the AGM minutes of July 2010 if
there is no correct card/photo the player cannot play.
3. Timekeepers must also check any Age Permit or Play Up Request forms are correct. Play Up Request
forms must be sent to the Competition Secretary with the rest of the tournament paperwork
4. Complete top of match sheet showing: Game No., Teams playing (ensuring correct home and away as
shown on order of play), competition ie league and date

5. Complete player details for each team. Players can be numbered 2-99 with goalkeepers 1, 10, 20, 30 etc.
Indicate captain and goalkeeper(s)

6. Fill in Captains and Referees names
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Goals
7. When a goal is scored the referee will signal the player number to the timekeeper. The timekeeper to
mirror this number to confirm.
8. Mark goals by putting a line (/) through box(es) next to appropriate player in ‘goals’ section. Goals must
also be marked with the player number and time showing on clock, continuously down the columns of the
home or away team (on diagram shown on right), with no gaps on either side

TEAM FOULS
9. Team fouls can be given during play which means the whistle is not always used, so it is essential that the
referee (both if venue permits) is watched continuously. Referees should mirror each other’s signals (but
sometimes do not!)
Team fouls are indicated by the referee raising one arm vertically and the other horizontally. The referee’s
horizontal arm is pointing towards the offending team’s goalkeeper. Timekeepers must indicate (usually by
raising their arm) to the referee that they have recorded the team foul
Team fouls should be marked by putting a line through the box(es) (some timekeepers like to write the
team names above each box to help with identification)

When 10 team fouls (and each subsequent 5) are reached, timekeepers must indicate immediately (usually
by buzzer as mentioned earlier etc) to the referees
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BLUE CARDS
10. If a referee issues a blue card they will indicate to the timekeepers which player it is given to.
Timekeepers to mark:
 player number,
 team - H or A,
 time on clock when given,
 ‘2’ under Time Susp. As we currently play stop clock the ‘Time In’ will be the ‘time out’ less two.
 Where venues permit, it is helpful to have a ‘runner’ to advise teams when the time out has
finished. If this is not possible then timekeepers must use the best way possible to indicate this

Blue cards should also be indicated in the corresponding box(es) under the heading ‘Blue’, to the left of
the player’s name
Blue cards given in the first half of a game will carry over to second half (if there is less than two minutes
on the clock) however they finish at the end of the game.

RED CARDS
Red cards are indicated on both sections of the match sheets in a similar way to blue. However the player
is not permitted to return to the rink during the game it was given, plus they cannot play the following game.
A replacement player cannot step on to the rink until four minutes have passed unless the opposition
scores within this time
If a red card is issued, both referees must complete a Referee Discipline Report Form outlining the details
of the incident. As the effects of a red card can continue into further tournaments/competition, it is
essential that the Competition Secretary is notified of any red card incidents as soon as possible and that
these forms are sent, (with the rest of the tournament paperwork) straight away definitely to be received by
them within one week of the tournament

HALF AND FULL TIME
st

11. Write half time score in ‘1 Half’ box at bottom of the page
12. Write second half score in ‘2

nd

Half’ box at bottom of the page

13. Write the result in ‘Result’ box
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14. Immediately after the game ask both captains to check the details and sign under their names
15. Ask referees to check the details and sign under their names AFTER captains have signed
16. Ensure all timekeeper names are recorded on each sheet so if there are any queries the Competition
Secretary knows who to contact

MISCELLANEOUS
17. Should a club advise they will be playing friendlies, this should be clearly marked on the top of each
relevant sheet, identifying which team is playing as a friendly and the reason why. Games within a
tournament are individual therefore a club can play one game as a friendly yet others as official.
18. Match sheets and ALL forms used, including discipline forms and play up requests, from the tournament
need to be received by the Competition Secretary within one week of the tournament and results to be
emailed or text directly after the end of the tournament. Texts and emails must clearly state any cards
issued and to whom and which team, if any, played as friendly

19. Referee forms must be completed by all referees. Any queries regarding referees including incorrect dress
should be written on the bottom of this form

20. For leagues where there are players under the age of 18, photo permission forms must all be completed
and adhered to
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All forms used must be sent with match sheets to the Competition Secretary within one week of the
tournament these include the following:
Referee Form
Photo Sheet
Discipline Forms
Play Up Requests

RESPONSIBILITIES
21. Timekeepers responsibilities are:
 To keep the tournament running on time, within the times identified on the tournament sheet
 To keep accurate records of the games
 To oversee completion of the all relevant paperwork
 To verify the eligibility of players to play in the tournament/game
 To remain impartial

SUPPORT and HELP
22. As an amateur sport we like to encourage as many parents and helpers to actively join in and support
where they can. This guide has been put in place to help Timekeepers and if you would like any more
support or training please contact your Club Secretary in the first instance.
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